Welcome
to the
SD44 / Platte-Winner Bridge Corridor Study
and Environmental Assessment

Open House
5:30—7:00 pm
Presentation at 5:45 pm
Please sign-in, review project materials, talk with project staff,
and provide comments.

Project Objec!ves
This study will fulﬁll the planning and Na!onal Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
ac!vi!es necessary to meet the following objec!ves:
1. Complete a structure loca on and type study for a new long-term (100+ years)
performing bridge and associated roadway alignment considering economics,
aesthe cs, maintenance, and impact to the environment.
2. Complete the NEPA process necessary to advance the project into ﬁnal design
phase.
3. Complete a safety analysis of the highway corridor within the study area.
4. Iden fy loca ons on the highway corridor within the study area not in
compliance with current design standards under both the current and
forecasted future traﬃc condi ons.
5. Create ﬁnal products for use by SDDOT which will guide the DOT during the
design phase of the bridge replacement and related corridor improvements
project.
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Project Schedule
2018

2017
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June

July

Aug
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Nov
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Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

June

Traﬃc Studies, Geotechnical
Review, and Data Collec2on

We are here.

Environmental Studies and
Agency Coordina2on
Bridge and Roadway Concept
Development
Determine Preferred Alterna2ve(s)
for Bridge and Roadway
Prepare Environmental
Assessment
Publish Environmental
Assessment
Public Mee2ngs

#1
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#2

#3

Geotechnical Resources

Surface Geology

Slopes



The project study area surface is dominated by residual
shale soils



The SD44 corridor and surrounding environment is
characterized by steep slopes (shown in red above)



These soil types are prone to loss of strength and sliding





Several landslides have occurred along the existing SD44
corridor (shown above)

The combination of residual shale soils and steep slopes
creates a challenging environment for maintaining a
stable road corridor



However, SDDOT improvements have allowed the focus to
be on maintenance of the roadway versus emergency
response over the last several years
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Exis ng Bridge and Proposed Bridge Features
Exis ng SD44 Bridge

Exis ng SD44 Bridge

Proposed SD44 Bridge Features

•

Opened to traﬃc in 1966

•

Designed for a 100-year service life

•

Over 1-mile long, with 28 piers

•

•

Roadway is 28 feet wide

Con'nuous use of the exis'ng bridge
for traﬃc during construc'on of a new
bridge (requires the bridge to be built in
a new loca'on)

•

Closed to traﬃc for four months in
1997 due to major repairs

•

Con'nuous capability for watercra, to
travel through the construc'on zone
during construc'on of the bridge

•

A wider roadway than exis'ng (36 feet
wide is shown here tonight)

•

Detour length is approximately 85
miles
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Ini al Range of Alignment Alterna ves (1 of 3)
NORTH 100’

NORTH 400’

NORTH 400’
MODIFIED

NORTH 400’
MODIFIED
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Ini al Range of Alignment Alterna ves (2 of 3)
NORTH 600’

NORTH SKEW
(50’—200’)

NORTH SKEW
(50’—400’)
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Ini al Range of Alignment Alterna ves (3 of 3)

NORTH SKEW
(400’—50’)

SOUTH 100’

SOUTH SKEW
(300’-50’)
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Evalua on of Alignment Alterna ves
Matrix Evaluation of Initial Roadway Alignment Alternatives
Evaluation Criteria

Environmental

Bridge

Constructability/ Cost
Effectiveness
Cost

ROW

Staging (west bank

Constructability

Ability to Remove the Existing Bridge

Length of Bridge (incl. Foundations
Count)

Length of New Roadway

Safety

Sight Lines/ Geometry

Access

MOT

Short –Term Cost

0

Long-Term Maintenance

0

Roadway/ Traffic

Roadway Footprint Impact and Abutment
Location

+

Risk for conflict with existing foundations

0

Construction Impacts

0

Socioeconomic

+

Multimodal

-

Water Resources

0

Cultural Resources (Section 106)

0

Section 6(f)

Section 4(f) Recreation

Alignment

Geotechnical

RECOMMENDATION
+

0

0

0

0

0

0

+

0

+

0

+

+

N100
Potential for direct impact to cultural resources site on east bank, avoids west end boat ramp
and minimizes length of bridge over river; impacts access to north unit of SCRA and slight
Section 6(f) impact, but mitigation measures appear feasible and relatively similar to other
alternatives

0

0

+

-

0

0

0

Closest feasible upstream location minimizes
geotechnical impact

+

-

-

-

Construction stage impact to SCRA north
unit access, otherwise minimal change to
existing condition

0

0

+

0

0

Adjacent location minimizes bridge length

-

+

Overall minimizes extent of new alignment and
bridge, thus ROW and Cost minimized

0

+

0

-

N400
Distance creates flexibility to avoid cultural resource sites but comes with potential for wetland impacts and longer bridge (river impact); avoids downstream side recreation resources
but north side SCRA is more substantially impacted with uncertain ability to mitigate the access

0

0

+

0

0

-

0

Clearly avoids existing bridge foundations footprint but requires extensive cut on west side

+

-

-

-

Offers opportunity for slightly improved
sightline for eastbound traffic approaching
bridge

-

0

+

0

0

Longer bridge allows
better access to remove
existing

-

+

Distance upstream may enable staging to occur on same side of SD44 and avoid west end
boat ramp, longer bridge and geotech create
higher costs

-

+

0

0

+

+

-

0

0

-

Same as N400, but with more extensive geotechnical impacts, on both sides of SD44

+

-

-

-

Add more risk for highway closure and
detour in order to improve the sightline

0

-

+

0

0

Longer bridge allows
better access to remove
existing

-

+

Impacting both sides of SD44 adds risk and
cost

-

+

0

-

0

-

0

0

0

0

Extensive geotechnical impacts for the new
highway alignment (uncertain geologic conditions)

-

0

0

0

Access to the SCRA boat ramp area severely impacted during construction at
minimum, among best options for eastbound river crossing sightline

0

0

-

0

+

Longer bridge allows
better access to remove
existing

0

0

Longer bridge and extensive earthwork (with
added risk for unknown conditions) make this
more expensive

0

0

+

-

0

+

0

0

0

0

The skew helps to quickly get roadway alignment back to existing on the west side but at a
risk of conflict with existing foundations.

-

0

-

0

Sight line concerns may worsen slightly
but new roadway is minimized

0

-

-

0

0

Bridge removal is not
anticipated to be a challenge even at this closest distance

-

0

Uncertain whether there is room available on
the upstream side for staging

0

0

0

+

+

-

0

0

0

0

Getting into greater geotechnical impacts on
north side hills and into untested geology
(higher risk)

-

-

-

-

Sight line concerns likely worsen slightly
and access to park may be difficult during
and after construction

0

0

+

0

Longer bridge

-

0

Uncertain whether there is room available on
the upstream side for staging; longer bridge =
higher cost

0

0

+

-

+

+

0

0

0

0

Extensive geotechnical impacts for the new
highway alignment (uncertain geologic conditions) and skew risks conflict with foundations

0

+

+

+

Substantial improvement to the sightline
concern for eastbound traffic

0

-

0

0

+

Longer bridge allows
better access to remove
existing

+

0

Uncertain whether there is room available on
the upstream side for staging; longer bridge =
higher cost; new alignment completely contained within park area (no private ROW)

+

0

+

-

South Skew (30050)

+

+

-

0

0

0

Adding the skew does little to change the impact on Section 4(f) resources (and avoidance of
6(f) or cultural resources), while introducing greater potential for wetland impacts on the west
side. Staging may not be feasible on downstream side, requiring impact on other side of
SD44.

This route appears to optimize the avoidance of
impacts relative to potential geotechnical concerns both at the abutment and along any new
alignment

-

0

0

0

Skew pushes abutment away from an advantageous area and may create more construction
costs and geotechnical impact with new alignment while also increasing risk for conflict with
existing foundations on the east end

Entry to South Unit of SCRA could be
difficult during construction. Location of
alignment matches nicely with existing
geometry on west end to limit new roadway

0

-

-

0

+

Entry to South Unit of SCRA could be
difficult during construction. More curvature for eastbound traffic may cause
sightline issues
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Likely the shortest alignment alternative for any
new bridge based on
geology of area

0

0

Longer bridge and the
east end skew reduces
gap between old and
new bridge during removal

New alignment completely within SCRA (limits
ROW); shorter bridge = lower cost; west end
route poses limited challenge to construction

0

-

+

North Skew (400-50)
ELIMINATE –benefit of sight line
improvement (which has uncertain value due to limited safety
concern) is not enough to justify other significant deficiencies,
notably on geotechnical side

+

S100
SCRA Campground and West End boat ramp impacts are substantial concerns for resources that already have demand exceeding supply. Appears to avoid all cultural resource
concerns and because the new alignment is within the SCRA borders, a land swap for Section 6(f) appears feasible.

North Skew (50-400)
COMBINE WITH 50-200 to create
one alignment depending on
Section 106 impact while balancing other impacts

-

North Skew (400-50)
Alignment impacts a larger piece of the Game Production Area on the west side of the river,
but is able to minimize impacts in SCRA and may offer a clean swap of land for Section 6(f).
May be limited in ability to avoid cultural resources

North Skew (50-200)
COMBINE WITH 50-400 to create
one alignment depending on
Section 106 impact while balancing other impacts

-

North Skew (50-400)
Skews far enough north to provide flexibility for avoidance of potential Section 106 resources. Still impacts Section 4(f) resources on north side, with potentially more challenging
mitigation needs or measures for access during construction

N600
ELIMINATE – limited benefit beyond 106 avoidance

0

North Skew (50-200)
Skew might be limited in ability to avoid cultural resource and impacts several recreational
resources but for that reason limits impacts in the other areas (Section 6(f) and water resources)

N400 – Modified West
ELIMINATE – main benefit of
sight line is not enough to overcome other deficiencies including added geotech impacts

-

N600
Route through SCRA may result in a net gain of property for Section 6(f) but at the cost of
greater water resource impacts and disruption to the surrounding landscape, avoids the potential Section 106 site

N400
ELIMINATE – limited benefit beyond 106 Avoidance

-

N400 – Modified
West
Same as N400, but modified west side highway route creates potential for highway closure,
(short term) lengthy detour.

N100
RETAIN—Modify to 125’ separation distance based on geotechnical risks

S100
RETAIN—Modify to 125’ separation distance based on geotechnical risks

0

Uncertain ability to accommodate staging
needs on west end; New alignment completely
within SCRA (limits ROW)

South Skew (300-50)
ELIMINATE – limited-to-no benefit compared to S100

Geotechnical Hazard—Separa$on from Exis$ng Bridge

Construc$on methods for the exis$ng bridge created hazards for a new bridge:
1. “Air je ng” was used to advance founda on piles in the river soils
2. Founda on piles spread out from the bridge as they get deeper;
3. The bo$om of some founda ons are 200’ below the bridge;
4. Concentra ons of cobbles and boulders surround the founda ons as a result of the
installa on methods.

Cobbles and boulders pose risks to the construc$on of founda$ons for a new bridge;
avoiding them is desirable. Based on our current understanding of construc$on
methods for the exis$ng bridge and expected methods for the new bridge, we
recommend planning for a 125’ separa$on distance at the bridge mid-point.
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Orange circles indicate
hazard for conﬂict with
cobbles and boulders;
deeper founda$on =
bigger circle

Poten al Bridge Types—Design Features (2 of 4)
Spliced Precast Concrete Girder—Variable Depth

Virtual rendering of a variable depth spliced precast
concrete girder bridge

Spliced Precast Concrete Girder—Constant Depth
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Poten al Bridge Types—Design Features (3 of 4)
Con nuous Composite Steel Girder—Variable Depth

The SD44 bridge includes variable depth girders

Con nuous Composite Steel Girder—Constant Depth
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Poten al Bridge Types—Design Features (4 of 4)
Span by Span Precast (Concrete) Segmental

Balanced Can lever Precast (Concrete) Segmental

The Four Bears Bridge in North Dakota is an example
segmental bridge.
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Remaining Bridge Types Evalua on
The segmental concrete bridge type does not compare favorably to the girder for this project:
•

No local contractor experience

•

Large staging area and produc on requirements add cost and logis cal problems

Our recommenda on is to eliminate the segmental concrete bridge type from further considera on.
Screened Bridge Type Op ons Comparison Matrix
Bridge Type
Precast Concrete Constant Depth – 265’ Span Length

Maintenance

# of Founda ons
(Environmental Footprint)

Staging/ Construcon Impacts

Construc on Dura on

Constructability

Construc on Cost

0

0

0

+

0

0

Oﬀsite fabrica on can proceed during cold weather

Precast Concrete Variable Depth – 320’ Span Length

0

+

0

0

0

0

0

+

0

0

+

0

0

+

0

0/–
Addi onal inspec on/
maintenance at interior
of box

+

30% less than exis ng

+

–

Limited fabrica on
Oﬀsite fabrica on can proability for haunch secceed during cold weather
ons

30% less than exis ng

Segmental Concrete (Balanced Can lever) – 400’ Span
Length

0

–

–

On site produc on is susLarge staging area (10
cep ble to cold weather,
acre) required for proerect only ~402 segments
duc on and storage
per day

Notes:
- All bridges are assumed to include a 36-foot bridge deck (2 12-foot lanes and 2 6-foot shoulders), length of the bridge is dependent upon the roadway alignment
- All bridges are assumed to replicate the exis ng ver cal clearance over the Missouri River and match in with the same road proﬁle regardless of alignment loca on
- All bridges feature a redundant superstructure
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–

RETAIN FOR FURTHER
EVALUATION

No local contractor
experience with
spliced girders

RETAIN FOR FURTHER
EVALUATION

Falsework for girder
erec on

RETAIN FOR FURTHER
EVALUATION

Falsework for girder
erec on

RETAIN FOR FURTHER
EVALUATION

Falsework for girder
erec on

RETAIN FOR FURTHER
EVALUATION

No local contractor
experience, complex
construc on inspecon requirements

ELIMINATE FROM FURTHER CONSIDERATION

0

Oﬀsite fabrica on can proceed during cold weather

20% less than exis ng

Steel Plate Girder Variable Depth – 400’ Span Length

+

No local contractor
experience with
spliced girders

0

Oﬀsite fabrica on can proceed during cold weather

Steel Plate Girder Constant Depth – 320’ Span Length

RECOMMENDATION

0

Oﬀsite fabrica on can proceed during cold weather

20% less than exis ng

Steel Plate Girder Constant Depth – 267’ Span Length

+

Risk Notes

0/Higher preliminary cost
es mate
–
Large startup cost (~
$4mil) for produc on facility, heavy structure &
larger founda ons

Environmental Assessment Study Area and Process

Environmental Assessment (EA) Study Area

The EA process can be deﬁned by three
dis#nct steps:
1. Assess project needs and research
the exis ng environment;
2. Iden fy poten al project
alterna ves and evaluate their
impacts on the environment;
3. Prepare EA document with
recommended alterna ve.

At the end of this process, the EA is
made available to the public for
comments that will be considered by
FHWA to determine whether the
project will cause signiﬁcant impacts
on the environment.
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Environmental Assessment Key Issue: Recrea"onal Resources
The Missouri River within this study area
is prominent for its abundance of
recrea"onal resources, including:
•

Three State of South Dakota Recrea on
Areas

•

Mul ple Game Produc on Areas (GPAs)

These resources are considered to be
“Sec"on 4(f)” resources, which require
addi"onal evalua"on as part of an EA.
•

The Snake Creek Recrea on Area will be
impacted by reloca on of the bridge.

•

Coordina on with SDGFP and the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers will be necessary to
mi gate any adverse impacts to the park.

Snake Creek Recrea"on Area has also received Land and Water
Conserva"on Fund (LWCF) grants, which requires further
coordina"on with SDGFP and Na"onal Park Service
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Thank You!
Please Leave a Comment
Please provide your input about the SD44 / Platte-Winner Bridge and Corridor Study Project. Comment forms are
available at the registration table. You may leave your comment here or email / mail your comment to Tim Thoreen
or Steve Gramm by January 3, 2018.

Project Website: www.sd44bridge.com
Project Contacts
Tim Thoreen, PMP

Steve Gramm, PE

HR Green, Inc.

South Dakota Department of Transportation

651-659-7777

605-773-6641

tthoreen@hrgreen.com

steve.gramm@state.sd.us

